
 

 

 

 

 

 

Soooooooo Many Emotions! 

Pause for a second before reading any further and complete this little exercise—When you read the 
words “school” and “COVID-19” what emotion do you feel? You are only allowed to pick one word and 
it must be an emotion or feeling. Words such as “stupid” or “awesome” are not emotions, so you can’t 
pick those.  So what emotion did you pick? Was it easy? Hard? Did you change your mind five times? 
Would your answer be different you were asked earlier today or later today?  

While we aren’t doing a research study with formal hypothesis testing, I would imagine that everyone’s 
answers to this question are a bit different. The emotion that you identified was probably impacted by 
a lot of different things, such as what you were doing before you read this, what news you have recent-
ly seen, how many children you have, your employment status, or your stress level. If you were to be 
asked the same question tomorrow, many people would identify a different emotion.  

There is no “correct” emotion to have when reading the words “school” and “COVID-19.” Our children 
are likely feeling the same way and would have a similar response to this activity. Often times children 
do not communicate through words and instead show us how they are feeling through their behaviors. 
As we are gearing up for “back-to-school” don’t be surprised if you notice changes in your child’s emo-
tional, academic, behavioral, or physical health functioning.   

How To Get Through: 

So how do we help our children manage these stressful times? How to we manage it ourselves? Hope-
fully you can find a few tips or pointers over the next few pages to help you and your child transition 
into the new school year. If I had to chose one piece of advice to share with everyone, it would be to 
have patience. Patience for the school administration as they navigate the changing regulations from 
the CDC and state. Patience for the teachers as they learn about the new COVID-19 protocol and make 
changes to the way they teach. Patience for the coaches as they learn about the changes to state rules 
about sports. Patience for our bus drivers as they learn new bus routes and rules for seating. Patience 
for the lunchroom staff as they learn the rules of serving lunches and where children can/cannot sit. Pa-
tience for our children as they adjust to the new rules of face masks, keeping 6 foot from their best 
friend all the while learning the required coursework. Patience for ourselves, as we juggle the multiple 
roles that we will be forced to take on this school year. And finally, patience for our neighbors or 
friends, who might have different opinions from our own.  

We are all in this together! 
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Transition Back To School 

School is going to look a little different this year, but teachers and staff are working hard to make sure that it feels like a 
regular school year. Here are some things to help children prepare for going back to school! 

FACE MASKS:  Whether you support them or are against them, new regulations require students to wear them, in 
at least some capacity each day. For some kids, this will be an easy transition, but for others, it could be challenging. In 
order to make it easier for your child and their teacher, try some of these strategies! 
 Practice wearing a mask! For a child to get used to having a mask on during the day, challenge the child to wear 

it in the home setting when doing preferred tasks. For example, if your child loves to play on the tablet or comput-
er, make a new rule that if they are on the tablet, they must be wearing a facemask. Give positive praise for suc-
cessfully wearing it for increased amounts of time.  

 Pick out fun and kid-friend styles! Allow the child to pick out their own facemasks. Maybe a favorite sports team, 
cartoon character, or color. There are several local seamstresses who may be able to help you out! Also, many ma-
jor retailers are also selling facemasks both online and in their stores. Maybe have a back-to-school project of tie-
dying white face masks.  

 Be aware of sensory sensitivities! Some children may be bothered by having straps or cloth over their face all 
day. Consult with your school to see what other options may be available. Many places allow neck scarves or face 
shields in place of the standard cloth mask.  

 Be a good sport! Children look up to their parents and if they see their parents wearing facemasks when re-
quired, they are more likely to be willing to wear a facemask themselves. Even if you chose not to wear a facemask 
in public, don’t talk negatively about facemasks in front of your child. No one wants to wear them, but in order to 
return to school in person, it’s s a necessity we all must respect. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
GETTING BACK INTO A ROUTINE:  Since in-person instruction ended abruptly in March, for some children, it has felt 
like a 5 month summer break! It’s going to take a little bit of time to get back into the swing of things. Here are some 
things you can do NOW to help develop a positive routine. 
 Practice a bedtime routine: Summer nights are for staying up late and going with the flow, but during the school 

year, children thrive best with a bedtime routine. Find something that works for your family. For some, it might 
start at 7:00pm and consist of showers, snacks, brushing teeth, bedtime story, prayers and tucked into bed but for 
others it could include things like packing a lunch for the next day, laying out clothes, getting a snack, and hopping 
into bed. Do what works for your family, but try to be consistent. Children thrive with routines! 

 Get to bed on time! No more staying up until 11:00pm!  A good nights rest is important to help a child stay focused 
and on-task during the school day. If your child is used to going to bed late, trying backing their bedtime up by 15 
or 30 minutes each day to help them get to bed at the correct times. Children require more sleep than adults do! 
Children 6 to 12 years of age should sleep 9 to 12 hours per day on a regular basis teenagers 13 to 18 years of age 
should sleep 8 to 10 hours per day on a regular basis. 

 Wake up early! What time will your child need to be out the door to catch the bus? No one likes to be rushed in 
the morning, so practice waking early the week before school starts to get into the routine. Run through the morn-
ing routine to give it a few trial runs. Do you need to wake up earlier? Later? Do you need to switch shower times 
around to make sure there’s enough hot water for everyone?  Trial runs are great for helping children (and adults) 
prepare for the first week of school.  

Pro Tip: Children who use electronics before bed often to have later bedtimes, get fewer hours of sleep, and 
because of this suffer from daytime sleepiness more than children that do not use these devices before bed. 
Using electronics before bed also “fires up” our mind and keeps our brain awake. Electrical activity then in-
creases and neurons start to race, making it difficult to fall sleep. Turn off the electronic at least hone hour 
before bedtime!! 



  

 

Ways To Support Your Child’s Emotional Health 
Did you know that children are picking up on our emotions, even when we don’t tell them how we are feel-
ing? Even if you try to hide how you feel, your child is STILL picking up on it. As a result, the best way to care 
for your child emotionally, is to take care of yourself emotionally. In addition to managing your own emo-
tions, here are some ways to help your child! 

  

EMPOWER YOUR CHILD:  If a child is feeling overwhelmed, 
help them to see how their contributions can help to fight the pan-
demic. Here are five ways a child can help keep themselves and 
others safe! 

1. Keep 6 feet apart! How far is 6 feet? It’s the length of a door, 
my bed, or a bike! 

2. Wash my hands for 20 seconds! How long is 20 seconds? I 
can sing the “Happy Birthday” song twice, or “If you’re happy 
and you know it,” or the alphabet song! 

3. Wear a facemask! How do I wear it correctly? It must cover 
my nose, my mouth, and my chin! Some people might not be 
wearing masks, such as children under 2, people whose doc-
tor has told them not to, or those who might not understand 
why wearing a mask is important. 

4. Stay healthy! I need to drink water, eat healthy foods, and 
get a goods night rest. 

5. Take care of me!  I can talk to an adult if I feel sad, lonely or 
angry. I can get a hug from a loved one who I live with. I can 
write about or draw a picture of how I feel.  

IDENTIFYING EMOTIONS:  Children often 
show us how they are feeling through their  
behavior. Helping them to label their feelings 
can sometimes help to reduce the behavior 
outbursts. Using face charts for young chil-
dren is a great tool to help them learn lan-
guage to communicate their feelings.  

LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE:  It’s okay to feel sad sometimes, 
but helping children (and ourselves!) to see the positive can help 
to make everyone feel better. Try having your child answer these 
questions by drawing pictures, writing words, or telling you their 
response.  

1. Here are three things I finally get to do now: 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

2. One good thing that happened to me recently was: 

 ___________________________________________ 

3. I am grateful I have: ________________________________ 

4. I am glad I still can: ________________________________ 

5. I can take care of myself by: _________________________ 

6. I can help my family by: ____________________________ 

Activities on this page were taken from Big Life 
Journal: https:biglife/journal.com/blogs/blog/
backback-to-school-free-printable-care-package 



Dickinson Center, Inc. 

Ridgway, St. Mary’s and 

Coudersport locations 

814-776-2145 

 

Cen-Clear Child Services 

St. Mary’s (and other 

locations within the state) 

814-834-9283 

CAPSEA 
           Ridgway 
           814-772-3838 
 
 
 
Elk County Crisis Hotline 
             1-800-652-0562 

 

Be On The Look Out— Warning Signs To Look For: 

There have been a lot of changes in the past 5 months and we all cope with these changes differently. Here 
are things to look out for in your child: 

Anxiety, Fear, Stress: Children pick up on the stress and anxiety of those around them so if you are anx-
ious and stressed, they will be too! Children can be worried about a variety of things related to COVID-19:  
going back to school, having to wear a mask, getting COVID-19, a loved one getting COVID-19, or the loss of 
their favorite activities due to COVID-19. That’s a lot to think about for a child! In addition, some children 
have been with their caregivers over the past 5 months and have had little contact with “real people” outside 
of their home. These individuals may experience separation anxiety when going back to school.   

Grief and Loss: COVID-19 has changed your child’s normal routine and activities. They have missed out on 
things such as sporting events, dance classes, school plays, school activities, birthday parties, holiday cele-
brations, vacations, and so much more.  Our children are grieving and feeling sad about these losses! These 
times can be especially difficult for children who were anticipating a big milestone celebration, such as a pro-
motion in Boy Scouts, a sporting achievement, or a dance recital.  

Behavioral Problems: Behavior is a form of communication. Think of a child, who has a temper tantrum; 
they are trying to communicate the emotion of feeling angry. Even as an adult, we do these sorts of things in 
our interactions. As a result, don’t be surprised if your child displays some new behavioral concerns, such as 
arguing, temper tantrums, lying, aggression, being oppositional or showing defiance toward what you are 
asking them to do.  In addition, many children have had little academic instruction or tasks that they have 
been required to complete over the past several months. They have had little responsibility in day-to-day 
matters. Some children have had no consequences for behaviors and have been  allowed to play on tablets, 
phones or electronics more regularly. In addition, sleep routines have been altered and poor sleep can be a 
cause for bad behaviors.  

Experiencing all of these emotions during a time like this is normal! Some children will get better on their 
own, and will not need any interventions. But even these children may go through a phase of adjustment 
where things are difficult for a while, but gradually get better  over time. Children are generally very resilient. 
However, if you notice that the intensity of the emotions , the frequency of the behaviors, or the duration  of 
the outbursts is too much to handle, it may be time to reach out for additional help.  Sometimes children 
need a little extra support to help them navigate big emotions. If you have concerns, don’t hesitate to reach 
out to your child’s primary care physician or the school’s guidance counselor to determine what the next 
steps might be.  

Need More Help? 

We are living in difficult times right now and sometimes it helps 
just to have someone to talk to. If you feel that you or your child 
would benefit from talking with a professional, here are some lo-
cal resources! Help is only a phone call away. 
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Phone: 814-776-2145 
Fax: 814-776-1470  


